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Abstract Electrochemical hydrogen pumps are electro-

chemical devices which are used for hydrogen purification

and pressurization purposes. In such cells, gaseous hydro-

gen is oxidized at the anode and released at the cathode.

Results presented in this paper are related to the charac-

terization and optimization of a proton-exchange mem-

brane (PEM) hydrogen pump using electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Only the case of hydrogen

purification is considered here. Current–voltage character-

istics have been measured. The kinetics and efficiency of

the cell have been investigated using EIS. The roles played

by the cell structure (in particular by the ion-exchange

polymer content in the electro-catalytic layers) and by

different operating parameters (the cell temperature, the

relative humidity and the partial pressure of hydrogen) on

the overall process efficiency have been evaluated and are

discussed.

Keywords Proton-exchange membrane (PEM) �
Hydrogen pump � Hydrogen purification � Hydrogen

compression � Impedance spectroscopy � Optimisation

1 Introduction

With an annual consumption rate of nearly 650 billion

Nm3/year, hydrogen is widely used as a raw material in the

chemical industry. Currently, the dominant technology

used for its direct production is the steam reforming of

natural hydrocarbons such as natural gas. Over the last

decades, hydrogen has also been considered as a potential

energy carrier which could be used for the promotion of

renewable energy sources and the replacement of natural

hydro-carbonated fuels. In this general context, many

industrial processes require purified and pressurized

hydrogen. Electricity-assisted hydrogen extraction from

miscellaneous gas mixtures and compression in order to

meet the requirements of various downstream processes is

therefore of great practical interest. According to the

electrochemical literature, hydrogen purification and com-

pression can be achieved using a two-step process: (i) a

first electrochemical cell can be used for the purpose of

purifying/concentrating hydrogen from raw industrial

sources; (ii) a second electrochemical cell can be used to

pressurize the purified hydrogen. However, it is also pos-

sible to combine both concentration and pressurisation

steps using one single cell in order to produce pure and

pressurized hydrogen from raw industrial gas mixtures [1].

Proton-Exchange Membrane (PEM) technology is fre-

quently mentioned as an interesting technology for that

purpose because PEM cells offer some significant advan-

tages: because of the high selectivity of the electrochemical

process and the reasonably low permeability of the solid
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polymer electrolyte, pure (up to 99.99 vol.%) and pres-

surized (at pressures up to 50 bar and even more by con-

necting several compression units in series) hydrogen can

be obtained. Also, due to the thin membrane-electrode

assemblies (MEAs) used in PEM technology (less than

1 mm), a limited energy consumption of approximately 0.6

kWh/Nm3 hydrogen (total power costs for separation and

compression) is required [1]. In terms of applications, it is

expected that hydrogen concentration and compression

based on this technology will find applications in various

industrial fields such as (i) separation and recycling of

hydrogen used as cooling agent in turbines; (ii) separation

of hydrogen from products of organic fuel conversion [2];

(iii) separation of hydrogen from waste gases of fuel cells;

(iv) concentration and separation of hydrogen isotopes

(cooling of nuclear reactors) [3, 4]; (v) separation of

hydrogen from mixtures with natural gas (so-called,

‘‘hythane’’), in particular, after transportation of hythane

through gas pipelines [5].

The main characteristics of PEM purification/compres-

sion cells have been described in a previous paper [1].

In the present study, we report on results related to the

optimisation of electrode microstructure and to the critical

issue of water management in such cells, using electro-

chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) as investigation

tool. Only the case of hydrogen purification is considered

here. Most results pertain to the case where pure hydrogen

is used but mass transport limitations arising from the use

of diluted hydrogen are also considered to a lesser extend.

As for any other electrochemical process, the efficiency of

the electrochemical purification step depends largely on the

activity of the two electrodes [6]: the anode where the gas-

phase hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and the cathode

where the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) are respec-

tively taking place. Carbon-supported platinum particles

are known to be the most efficient catalysts for these

reactions. However, catalysts must be coated onto the solid

polymer electrolyte (SPE) in such a way that a maximum

number of catalyst particles are made available for the

electrochemical charge-transfer reactions. To some extent,

the internal resistance of the MEA can therefore be

adjusted by monitoring the amount of the ion-exchange

polymer in the catalytic layers. We report on such issues

and provide data on the most suited electrode composition.

In terms of operating conditions, both the ohmic resistance

of the ion-conducting polymer membrane and the catalytic

activity of the MEAs are temperature-dependent. Appro-

priate operating conditions therefore play a significant role

on the overall efficiency of the process. In conventional

PEM technology, perfluorinated sulfonic acid polymer

materials are used as SPE. The temperature domain of

operation ranges from sub-zero up to a maximum value

close to 100 �C (at higher operating temperatures, water

swelling become so important that membranes loose their

mechanical properties and rapidly fall apart). A tempera-

ture close to 90 �C can be considered as an optimum at

which the energy efficiency is maximized. Besides the

temperature of operation, the water content of the SPE is

another critical parameter. The membrane must be ade-

quately humidified to minimize its resistivity and to avoid

electrode flooding and related mass transport limitations

which can significantly reduce the efficiency of the process.

From a practical viewpoint, water management issues were

treated by adding a gas humidifier in the feed line to the

most sensitive electrode of the PEM cell (the anode where

the HOR is taking place) and by monitoring the tempera-

ture of the PEM cell. The humidifier was used to set the

water vapour content of the hydrogen source and the

temperature of the cell was set to such values that risks of

water condensation and electrode flooding were prevented.

2 Experimental section

2.1 Description of the MEA

Basic principles of hydrogen compression/concentration

PEM cells can be found in Refs. [1, 7]. Hydrogen purifi-

cation is an electron-driven process (DG [ 0). Hydrogen is

oxidized into protons at the anode, protons migrate across

the cell according to the electric field and molecular

hydrogen is evolved at the cathode. This is a highly effi-

cient Faradic process which can potentially be used to

extract and concentrate hydrogen from miscellaneous gas

mixtures and produce purified hydrogen. Furthermore, it is

possible to pressurize the cathodic compartment in order to

increase delivery pressure. As a result, hydrogen is trans-

ferred from the low pressure (LP) anodic compartment to

the high pressure (HP) cathodic compartment. Several tens

of bars can be reached in a single step using single cells.

Thus, purification and compression steps are combined in

one single step. Electrochemical reactions taking place in

the process at the electrode–solid polymer electrolyte

(SPE) interfaces are those of Eqs. 1 and 2. Equation 3 is

the overall cell reaction:

anode: H2 LPð Þ ! 2Hþ þ 2e� ð1Þ

cathode: 2Hþ þ 2e� ! H2 HPð Þ ð2Þ
overall reaction: H2 LPð Þ ! H2 HPð Þ ð3Þ

The extent to which hydrogen can be purified and

compressed using PEM technology depends mostly on the

characteristics of the solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) used

in the cell. As in PEM fuel cell and water electrolysis

technologies, SPE used in compression/purification PEM

cells are made of perfluorosulfonic proton-conducting
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materials. Gas solubility in such materials is relatively low

but still sufficient to let significant permeation flows to

occur when a gradient of chemical potential is set across

the membrane. Gas transfer from one compartment of the

cell to the other is a diffusion-driven process. This is why

gas permeation flows are proportional to the gradient of

pressure. As a result, gas purity and Faradic efficiency of

the compression process tend to decrease when operating

pressure is raised. In spite of these limitations, electro-

chemical purification/compression offers some interesting

features. This type of system has no moving part and is

very compact. MEAs can be stacked to form multi-stage

compression units. Pressure of several hundred bars can

potentially be reached. The partial pressure of water vapor

in the feed gas, current density, operating temperature and

hydrogen back diffusion due to the pressure gradient are

the main parameters affecting the maximum output

pressure and the overall efficiency of the process.

Assuming that hydrogen behaves as an ideal gas (an

assumption which is reasonably acceptable up to pressures

of several bars), the thermodynamic voltage of the com-

pression process can be approached by the ratio of input

and output pressures. A quantitative expression can be

readily derived from the Nernst equation:

E Vð Þ ¼ RT

2F
Ln

P HP
H2

P LP
H2

ð4Þ

When the cell is used only for hydrogen purification

purposes (and not for compression), DP ¼ P HP
H2
� P LP

H2
¼

0 bar and, according to Eq. 4, E = 0 V. When the cell is

used for pressurizing hydrogen, a thermodynamic cell

voltage of 30 mV is required at 298 K for a tenfold

compression factor. Would reactions (1) and (2) take place

at low current density (close to the thermodynamic

voltage), no electric power would be needed. In practical

cases however, high current densities are targeted to reduce

investment costs and electric power is required to

overcome overvoltages associated with reactions (1) and

(2) as well as the resistivity of the SPE. However, the

kinetics of interfacial charge transfer processes at

platinum–SPE interfaces is known to be high and

therefore, the electric power consumption should be

limited to the ohmic drop across the SPE during

operation. Experiments reported in this paper were

obtained using 7 cm2 MEAs. A lab-made electrocatalyst

containing 40 wt% platinum deposited on a Vulcan XC-72

(Cabot company) carbon carrier of large (250 m2 g-1)

specific area and referred to as Pt40/Vulcan XC-72 [8] was

used at both anode and cathode. In most experiments, the

noble metal content was 1.0 mg/cm2 at the cathode and

0.7 mg/cm2 at the anode. The carbon supported catalyst

was then dissolved in isopropanol. A solution of

perfluorosulfonic acid ionomer in isopropanol was added

under continuous and vigorous stirring. The polymer

content at the anode was set to 15 wt. % and the

polymer content at the cathode was adjusted in the 5–25

wt. % range. Catalytic inks thus obtained were then

sprayed directly onto the surface of the Nafion-117 SPE.

Sigracet 10 bb (SGL Carbon Group) carbon paper was used

as anode gas diffusion layers. Porous titanium discs [9]

with porosity of ca. 30% were used as current collectors

at the cathode.

2.2 Description of the compression cell

The cell used for the measurements has been described

elsewhere [1]. Briefly, the membrane–electrode assembly

(MEA) of circular shape (7 cm2) is clamped between two

current collectors. The anodic current collector is made of

hydrophobic porous carbon material (as in PEM fuel cells),

and the cathodic current collector is a porous titanium sheet

(commonly used in PEM water electrolysis technology

[10]). Two gaskets made of fluorine rubber are used to

prevent gas leakage during operation. Current collectors

are pressed against the membrane using two external tita-

nium flanges. Millimeter-thick grooves were machine

made in the flanges to manage a space for hydrogen

admission at the anode and to collect hydrogen–water

mixtures at the cathode. The cell was tight using stainless

steel nuts and bolts. Nuts were covered with an insulating

layer of silicon to avoid electrical short-circuits. Polarisa-

tion curves and impedance diagrams were recorded using

a Solartron 1285 potentiostat/galvanostat. Only the global

cell impedances were measured, not individual electrode

impedances.

2.3 Relative humidity of hydrogen

As in fuel cells [11–13], the relative humidity of the

hydrogen gas supplied to the anode plays a critical role.

A laboratory gas humidifier was used to set the relative

humidity of the hydrogen gas. The humidifier was placed

between the hydrogen source (a PEM water electrolyzer)

and the measurement cell. The humidifier was operated as

follows. First, liquid water in the humidifier, the hydrogen

admission line to the measurement cell and the anodic cell

compartment were air-purged by continuous circulation of

dry hydrogen. The water vapor content of the hydrogen-

water gas mixtures entering the measurement cell was not

directly measured. However, it was possible to adjust the

partial pressure of water vapor in hydrogen (and therefore

the relative humidity) by setting the temperature of the

humidifier. The hydrogen flow across the gas humidifier

was sufficiently low to reach equilibrium. Therefore the

water vapor concentration in hydrogen is assumed to be
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close to the saturation partial pressure at the temperature of

operation of the humidifier.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Polarisation curves

In a first set of experiments, polarization curves were

recorded under various operating conditions. It rapidly

turned-out that, for a given MEA, hydrogen humidification

on the anodic side of the measurement cell was playing a

critical role in the overall process efficiency. This is due to

the fact that protons transferred across the solid polymer

electrolyte during operation require hydration water mol-

ecules (electro-osmotic drag), a process also encountered

in PEM fuel cells and in PEM water electrolysis cells.

If water management issues are not properly managed, two

limiting cases are observed: (i) when hydrogen supplied to

the anode is not sufficiently hydrated, water depletion

occurs and the resistivity of the membrane increases (at

least in the vicinity of the anode); (ii) when the amount of

water supplied to the anode is too important, water flooding

occurs (causing mass transport limitations). To avoid such

critical problems, it is necessary to manage hydrogen-

hydration issues properly. For this purpose, a gas humidi-

fier has been used on the anodic side (see experimental

section) and both the temperature of the gas humidifier

(Thum) and the temperature of the measurement cell (Tcell)

have been used as main experimental parameters. The

sensitivity of the PEM cell to operating temperature is such

that only minor temperature changes can lead to signifi-

cantly different electrochemical performances. Some typi-

cal results (obtained at atmospheric pressure) using a MEA

containing 25 wt. % of polymer at the cathode are plotted

in Fig. 1 (values are corrected for the electronic impedance

of the measurement titanium cell). As discussed above, the

thermodynamic voltage at atmospheric pressure is zero but

a significant voltage up to 1 volt (Fig. 1) is required

experimentally to obtain a current density of practical

interest (in the A cm-2 range). Irreversibilities are due to

electrode charge transfer overvoltages (hydrogen oxidation

at the anode and proton reduction at the cathode) and to the

ohmic drop across the solid polymer electrolyte membrane.

The shapes of the different polarisation curves are similar

to those measured on PEM fuel cell [14]. This is not sur-

prising and very typical of the presence of at least one gas-

consuming electrode in the cell (hydrogen oxidation at

the anode in the present case). At low current densities,

polarisation curves are logically logarithmic in shape,

suggesting that charge transfer processes at one or both

electrodes are rate-determining. In the intermediate current

density range, a linear relationship is observed and this can

be attributed to ohmic drop limitations inside the polymer

electrolyte. At high current density values, there is a

tendency to reach a limiting current value. This appears

clearly for the two less efficient curves at 23 and 40 �C and

less clearly the two more efficient curves at 60 and 69 �C

(nevertheless an inflexion point is still observed at 1.2

A cm-2 indicating a change in the kinetics). As for fuel

cells, a simple interpretation for this current limitation is

that mass transport phenomena are taking place. Since here

there is only one gas-electrode, the limitations can be

attributed to the anode where gaseous hydrogen is oxidized

into protons. This can be due to electrode flooding (inad-

equate water content in the feed gas and water condensa-

tion) or to the transport of gaseous hydrogen to the reaction

sites at such high current densities. From Fig. 1, it appears

that, when Thum [ Tcell, there is a tendency to electrode

flooding and mass transport limitations. The best perfor-

mances were obtained when the cell and humidifier tem-

peratures had close values (Thum & Tcell & 70 �C). Under

such conditions, anode flooding could be avoided and a

sufficient amount of water could be supplied to the mem-

brane for humidification purpose. When Thum \ Tcell

(a case not represented in Fig. 1) the membrane is not

adequately humidified and there is a tendency to higher

ohmic resistance. From these different measurements and

general observations, it can be concluded that improved

electrochemical performances could be obtained by opti-

mizing the structure of the MEAs and by meticulously

controlling the water content of hydrogen (in order to

balance the hydrogen flow and the humidification level).

Results are reported in the next subsections.

Fig. 1 Current-voltage characteristics measured under various operating

temperature modes. (a) Thum = 30 �C; Tcell = 23 �C; (b) Thum = 45 �C;

Tcell = 40 �C; (c) Thum = Tcell = 60 �C; (d) Thum = Tcell = 69 �C
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3.2 Membrane resistance

Tests were carried out using electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy (EIS) to evaluate the conductivity of the

MEA and the efficiency of the catalytic layers as a function

of water content in the feed hydrogen (water content was

set by monitoring separately the temperatures of the

humidifier and the measurement cell, as indicated above).

In the followings, the expression ‘‘temperature mode’’ is

making reference to a set of experimental conditions in

which both the humidifier and measurement cell tempera-

tures are set to particular values. Impedance diagrams

measured at E = 0 Volt for three different temperature

modes are plotted in Fig. 2 (impedance values are cor-

rected for the electronic impedance of the measurement

cell). Two more or less separated semi-circles are observed

along the real axis. Considering that only one–electron

charge transfer processes are taking place at each of the

two electrodes (the HOR at the anode and the HER at the

cathode), each semi-circle can be attributed to each elec-

trode. The resistance of the solid polymer electrolyte is

given by the high frequency intercept of the impedance

diagrams with the real axis. At 0 V, there is no stationary

charge transfer process. However, the PEM cell cannot be

seen as the series connection of two capacitances. The

amplitude (±10 mV) of the ac sine potential perturbation

used for the measurements is sufficient to let a Faradic

current flow through the cell and, as a result, the low fre-

quency impedance is real. However, as can be seen

from Fig. 2, impedance diagrams are significantly different

for the three temperature modes under consideration.

The ohmic resistance is minimized at optimal operating

condition (Tcell = 70 �C; Thum = 65 �C).

According to the literature, the resistivity qm of the solid

polymer electrolyte (reverse value of the membrane con-

ductivity rm) can be approximated (in the limited 288–

373 K temperature range of investigation considered here)

by [15]:

qm ¼
1

rm
¼ q293 K

m

T

6; 815 � T� 1703; 75

where qm
293 K is the specific resistance of the membrane

saturated with water at 293 K. In the temperature range

investigated here, the resistance of the membrane is

approximately:

Rm 288 Kð Þ ¼ 0:21 X cm2

Rm 373 Kð Þ ¼ 0:11 X cm2

Experimentally, it is observed that there is a tendency

for the membrane resistance Rm (the high frequency limit

of the impedance diagrams) to decrease with increasing

relative humidity and to increase with operating current

density (values measured for different cell temperatures are

plotted in Fig. 3).

This is due to the transport of water with solvated pro-

tons from the anode to the cathode where liquid water is

released. As the current density increases, the membrane

becomes less hydrated and its resistivity increases. Best

Fig. 2 Impedance diagrams measured at E = 0 V (i = 0 A.cm-2) for

three different temperature modes: (a) Thum = 55 �C; Tcell = 60 �C;

(b) Thum = 65 �C; Tcell = 70 �C; (c) Thum = 65 �C; Tcell = 78 �C

Fig. 3 Absolute electrolyte resistance measured as a function of

current density at different temperatures of the gas humidifier: (filled
circle) 23 �C; (filled square) 39 �C; (filled triangle) 60 �C; (filled
inverted triangle) 70 �C. Tcell = 70 �C
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results are obtained when the temperature of the gas

humidifier is higher than 65 �C (an optimum was found

at &70 �C) and when the cell temperature equals that of

the humidifier temperature.

3.3 Efficiency of the catalytic layers

Then, the effect of Thum and Tcell on the global cell

impedance was investigated. Setting the temperature of the

gas humidifier to 65 �C and the temperature of the mea-

surement cell to 70 �C (i.e. the case where Tcell [ Thum to

avoid water flooding), impedance diagrams have been

measured at two different cell voltages (Fig. 4). Impedance

values are corrected for the electronic impedance of the

measurement cell. The high frequency limit of the cell

impedance is the same in both cases (this is the ionic

resistance of the membrane). The diameter of the two semi-

circles (which are not fully separated) decreases when the

cell voltage increases. At such low cell voltage values,

charge transfer processes at electrodes are rate-determining

(see Fig. 1) and the associated charge transfer resistance

logically decrease with electrode potentials (Butler–Vol-

mer). When the cell voltage is set to a constant value and

when only the temperature modes differ (in Fig. 5 where

impedance values are corrected for the electronic imped-

ance of the measurement cell, Tcell [ Thum to avoid

flooding in both experiments), then the impedance diagram

is shifted along the real axis toward the origin (less resis-

tive values) because the resistance of the membrane

decreases when the temperature increases.

Three different impedance diagrams measured at the

same cell voltage (0.1 V) but for three different tempera-

ture modes are plotted in Fig. 6 (impedance values are

corrected for the electronic impedance of the measurement

cell).

Plots (a) and (b) are those of Fig. 5. Plot (c) was

obtained for Tcell = 78 �C and Thum = 65 �C. Such tem-

perature conditions should be favourable since Tcell [ Thum

and in this case, electrode flooding is prevented. However,

the difference Tcell – Thum = 13 �C is large. According to

Fig. 1, a stationary current density of &200 mA cm-2 is

obtained at such cell voltage (0.1 V) and hydrogen sup-

plied to the anode of the measurement cell is insufficiently

hydrated to provide water molecules for each proton

formed at the anode. As a result, the resistance of the

membrane significantly increases (local drying) and the

high resistance value of the impedance is shifted along

the real axis to high resistance values. Also, the diameter of

the first semi-circle (which can thus be attributed to the

HOR at the anode) increases significantly. This is an

indication that the kinetics of the charge transfer process at

the anode is also impacted by the lack of water.

3.4 Optimisation of electrode structure

The ohmic resistance of the solid polymer membrane is

expected to play a negligible role at low current densities.

Therefore, the increasing current density with cell voltage

observed in Fig. 1 at low current density values is mostly

due to charge transfer kinetics at any or both electrodes.

The exponential relationship between current and cell

potential supports this viewpoint. To improve cell effi-

ciency and reduce cell overvoltages at any given current
Fig. 4 MEA impedance diagrams measured at Thum = 65 �C and

Tcell = 70 �C) for two different cell voltages: (a) 0 V; (b) 0.1 V

Fig. 5 Impedance diagrams measured at 0.1 V for two different

temperatures modes: (a) Thum = 55 �C; Tcell = 60 �C. (b) Thum =

65 �C; Tcell = 70 �C

Fig. 6 Impedance spectrums for three temperature modes (cell volt-

age = 100 mV): (a) Thum = 55 �C; Tcell = 60 �C. (b) Thum = 65 �C;

Tcell = 70�. (c) Thum = 65 �C; Tcell = 78 �C
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density value, it is necessary to choose efficient electro-

catalysts (by selecting those offering the larger exchange

current density value for the reaction of interest) or to

increase as much as possible the roughness factor of the

electrodes, and preferably to do both. Platinum is known

to be the most efficient electrocatalyst for both the HOR

and HER. Optimized carbon––supported platinum nano-

particles have become commercially available. They have

high catalytic activity and the noble metal content is

minimized to meet cost requirements in PEM fuel cell

technology. To take full advantage of such catalysts, it is

however necessary to improve the microstructure of the

catalytic layers in order to obtain a high concentration of

so-called 3D contact points, i.e. regions where the elec-

tron conducting phase (supported catalyst), the ion-con-

ducting phase (polymer) and the gas phase (hydrogen) are

in a sufficiently close vicinity to avoid that a substantial

part of the catalyst particles remain inactive during cell

operation. This issue is particularly critical at gas elec-

trodes such as the anode of the concentration/compres-

sion PEM cells considered here. Therefore, in order to

improve the cell efficiency, we tried to optimize the only

parameter that was left, namely the polymer content of

the electrodes, in order to avoid as much as possible idle

catalyst particles. Different MEAs having a constant

polymer content at the anode (15 wt. %) but different

polymer contents at the cathode (from 5 up to 25 wt. %)

have been prepared and tested. The polymer content is

expected to play a role on the electrochemical perfor-

mances of the cell because it is involved in both the

conductivity and activity of the catalytic layer. Imped-

ance spectra measured on a cell with a high (25 wt. %)

and a low (5 wt. %) polymer content at the cathode for

different operating temperatures and different cell volt-

ages are plotted in Fig. 7 (impedance values are cor-

rected for the electronic impedance of the measurement

cell).

The purpose of Fig. 7 is not only to compare the high

frequency limit of the impedance (due to the membrane

resistance) but also the low frequency limit (which includes

charge transfer overvoltages and therefore electrode

structure with different polymer contents). The lowest

overall MEA resistance value was obtained when the cell

temperature was equal to the humidifier temperature

(70 �C). Figure 7 also shows that, when the cell operates at

the optimum temperature (&70 �C), the MEA with the

larger polymer content (25 wt. %) at the cathode offers the

lowest overall resistance. With a polymer content of 25%,

the activity of the catalyst layer is therefore higher than

when the polymer content is only 5% (the diameter of the

semi-circle along the real axis is smaller). It can therefore

be concluded that the polymer content in the catalytic layer

plays a significant role in the sense that its concentration is

directly related to the amount of catalyst particles which

are involved in the charge transfer processes at electrode–

electrolyte interfaces.

3.5 Water management issues

As discussed in the previous sections, if water management

issues are not properly handled, liquid water forms at the

anode and mass transport of dissolved hydrogen becomes

the rate-determining step of the overall process. This effect

is due of water flooding effects. It can be more or less

significant. In some cases (when Thum � Tcell), water

condensation in the cell is such that hydrogen transport to

the reaction sites is extremely limited. As a result, very

small limiting current densities (a few mA cm-2) are

obtained. An example is provided in Fig. 8.

The shape of the impedance diagrams measured in

such conditions differs from those obtained when there is

no electrode flooding (Fig. 9: impedance values are not

corrected for the electronic impedance of the measure-

ment cell). In particular, the low frequency impedance

values are not real. There is a tendency to form charac-

teristic low frequency 45� semi-lines. This is an indication

that diffusion-controlled processes become rate-determin-

ing. It is doubtful that hydrogen transport away from the

cathode can have such a high impact on the overall cell

impedance. Most probably, hydrogen dissolution in liquid

water and transport up to the anode is responsible for this

behaviour. The situation is reversible. When flooding

conditions are met, the anode can be dried by a flow of

dry and inert gas such as argon. The electrochemical

performances obtained after this treatment are then close

to those plotted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 7 Impedance spectrums recorded at various operating temper-

atures using MEAs with different polymer contents (measurement cell

impedance corrected): (1): 25wt.%; Tcell = 69 �C; Thum = 69 �C;

Ucell = 0.075 V. (2): 25wt.%; Tcell = 60 �C; Thum = 60 �C; Ucell =

0.075 V. (3): 25wt.%; Tcell = 40 �C; Thum = 40 �C; Ucell = 0.1 V.

(4): 25wt.%; Tcell = 25 �C; Thum = 25 �C; Ucell = 0.15 V. (5):

5wt.%; Tcell = 70 �C; Thum = 65 �C; Ucell = 0.1 V. (6): 5wt.%;

Tcell = 60 �C; Thum = 55 �C; Ucell = 0.1 V
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3.6 Effect of hydrogen partial pressure

Additional experiments have been made to determine the

effect of hydrogen partial pressure on cell characteristics at

constant operating conditions. Hydrogen––argon gas mix-

tures have been used for that purpose. The water vapor

concentration of the gas mixture is assumed to be close to

the saturation partial pressure at the temperature of oper-

ation of the humidifier. To facilitate the interpretation of

the data, a MEA containing an increased noble metal

content of 2.0 mg/cm2 at the cathode and only 0.5 mg/cm2

at the anode has been prepared. Typical polarization curves

recorded for three different H2/Ar mole ratios are plotted in

Fig. 10 (values are not corrected for the electronic

impedance of the measurement cell; hence, performances

are lower than those plotted in Fig. 1). The slope of the

polarization curve significantly increases as the hydrogen

content of the feed mixture decreases. For H2/Ar = 0.3, a

very small current density of 1 mA cm-2 was measured.

AC impedance measurements have been performed for

the three H2/Ar compositions at a constant cell voltage of

E = 0.1 V and constant temperature. Results are plotted in

Fig. 11 (impedance values are not corrected for the elec-

tronic impedance of the measurement cell). The slope of

the polarization curves in Fig. 10 is a measure of the cell

impedance in stationary conditions (at very low frequency).

For consistency, it can be observed that the low-frequency

limits of curves (a) and (b) on the real axis (Fig. 11) are

similar to the slope of the corresponding curves in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 11, only one semi-circle is obtained. This is an

indication that the cell impedance is mostly due to the

contribution of the anode and that the kinetics of the HER

is fast (as mentioned above, the catalyst loading of the

cathode was intentionally increased).

For the three H2/Ar ratios, the high frequency limit of

the impedance is real. The limit on the real axis is due to

the series connection of the resistance of the measurement

cell and the resistance of the solid polymer electrolyte. It is

known from the PEM fuel cell literature [16] that the ionic

resistance of Nafion membranes depends on the hydrogen

partial pressure. In particular, is has been reported that a

surface proton transfer mechanism along pore walls pre-

dominates at low pressure values and that the membrane

resistivity decreases when H2 partial pressure is lowered.

However, this effect has been observed only for low H2

partial pressures (PH2 \ 10 kPa) while the partial pressure

in the most diluted gas mixture used in this work is 30 kPa.

This effect was not observed in our experiments (the

high frequency resistance does not vary with H2 partial

pressure).

For pure H2 (PH2 = 100 kPa) and for H2/Ar = 1

(PH2 = 50 kPa), a characteristic 45� semi-line is observed

in the high frequency range. The low frequency imped-

ances are real and a significant increase of the overall cell

impedance is observed as the hydrogen content of the

Fig. 8 Current-voltage characteristics recorded under flooding con-

ditions: Thum = 70 �C; Tcell = 40 �C

Fig. 9 Impedance diagrams recorded under flooding conditions:

Thum = 70 �C and: (square) E = 50 mV; Tcell = 43 �C; (circle)

E = 50 mV; Tcell = 70 �C; (triangle) E = 100 mV; Tcell = 43 �C

Fig. 10 Polarisation curves measured at Tcell = 60 �C for three

different H2/Ar mole ratios. (a) pure H2, (b) H2/Ar = 1, (c) H2/

Ar = 0.3
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hydrogen–argon gas mixture decreases. When hydrogen is

strongly diluted (curve c), the 45� semi-line is also

observed in the high frequency domain but over a limited

range of frequencies. At low frequencies, there is a ten-

dency to form a semi-circle as for less-diluted gas mixtures

but the limit on the real axis is significantly larger (not

shown in Fig. 11). This high frequency shape of the

impedance diagrams suggest that diffusion-controlled

mass-transport limitations are taking place. Such limita-

tions can be due either to hydrogen diffusion in the gas

phase to the electrode (gas convection due to the circula-

tion of the gas mixture inside the cell is not expected to

contribute to the efficient transport of hydrogen to the

electrode in the vicinity of the reaction zone) or to

hydrogen diffusion across a thin water film formed at the

surface of catalysts particles (similar to flooding condi-

tions). Both hypothesis (or a combination of the two) are

consistent with the experimental observations. A simple

model circuit can be used to fit experimental data.

Assuming that the kinetics of the HER at the cathode is

high, then the cell impedance (Zcell) can be approximated

by considering the series connection of (i) the sum of the

cell (Rcell) and electrolyte (Rel) resistance; (ii) the imped-

ance of the anode (Za). The impedance of the anode Za is

due to the parallel connection of the double layer capaci-

tance (Cdl) and the charge transfer impedance. The charge

transfer impedance is assumed to be limited by mass-

transport limitations of H2 to the anode (ZD). According to

the literature [17], the expression of ZD is given by Eq. 5:

ZD xð Þ ¼ RD xð Þ coth s pð Þ1=2

s pð Þ1=2
ð5Þ

where p = j x and j is the imaginary unit, s = d2/D is a

time constant homogeneous to the second scale. d (cm) is

the thickness of the diffusion layer, D (cm2 s) is the

hydrogen diffusion coefficient in the feed gas mixture.

RD(x) is the diffusion resistance defined as:

RD xð Þ ¼ d

F D � o C
o E

� � ð6Þ

F is the faraday (96,490 C mol-1); o C
o E

� �
is the slope of

the adsorption isotherm at the measurement point.

From the above-described model, the cell impedance

Zcell is finally given by:

Zcell xð Þ ¼ Rcell þ Relð Þ þ 1

j Cdl xþ 1
ZD

ð7Þ

Experimental impedance diagrams have been fitted

using model Eq. 7. Results are plotted in Fig. 11. The

characteristic pulsation xc (in rad s-1) corresponding to the

maximum value of the imaginary part of the impedance

{-Z00} and the characteristic frequency fc (in Hz) are related

to the time constant of the mass-transport process [17]:

xc ¼
2:52

s
¼ 2:52 D

d2
¼ 2 p fc ð8Þ

Best fit parameters of curves (a) and (b) (Fig. 3) with

model Eq. 7 are compiled in Table 1.

Due to the structure of the anode (a powder of

platinum particles is used as electrocatalyst and a PTFE-

impregnated carbon cloth is used at gas diffusion layer), it

is difficult to provide an estimation of the thickness d of

the diffusion layer. However, what can be determined

from Fig. 11 is that, when the hydrogen content of the

feed gas mixture decreases: (i) the diffusion impedance

RD(x) increases; and (ii) the characteristic pulsation xc

decreases. This is supporting the idea that hydrogen

transport inside the gas phase plays a significant role in

the overall kinetics. When the hydrogen concentration in

the feed mixture is low (curve c in Fig. 11 where H2/

Ar = 0.3), then the diffusion impedance becomes very

high. As a consequence, the possibility to extract hydro-

gen from a gas mixture using such electrochemical pump

should be limited to sufficiently rich ([H2] [ 50%) gas

mixtures, in agreement with the results of Ref. [7]. The

less concentrated the mixture is, the less efficient the

process is.

Fig. 11 Impedance diagrams at Tcell = 60 �C and E = 0.1 V for

different H2/Ar mole ratios. (dash) best fit from Eq. 3. (a) pure H2,

(b) H2/Ar = 1, (c) H2/Ar = 0.3

Table 1 Fit parameters of curves (a) and (b) of Fig. 3 using model Eq. 7

Rcell ? Rel (X cm2) Cdl (lF cm-2) RD (X cm2) s (s) fc (Hz)

(a) Pure H2 2.38 3.0 0.42 10.0 5.0 9 10-3

(b) H2/Ar = 1.0 2.38 3.0 0.70 10.0 3.2 9 10-3
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4 Conclusions

The electrochemical performances of PEM membrane

electrode assemblies used in hydrogen concentration cells

have been analyzed using electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy. Both cell conductivity and electrode activity

have been measured. It is shown that the relative humidity

of hydrogen plays a critical role. Best performances (lowest

MEA resistances) were measured when the temperatures of

the cell and gas humidifier were similar and close to 70 �C.

Under such operating conditions, catalytic layers exhibited

the highest activity. At lower temperatures, a larger mem-

brane resistance and a lower activity of the catalyst layers

were obtained. When the temperature difference between

gas humidifier and measurement cell is too large ([10 �C),

depletion of water required for membrane humidification is

observed and the MEA resistance increases. It is also shown

that the MEA resistance decreases when the ion-exchange

polymer content in the cathode electrocatalytic layer is

increased and when the humidifier temperature increases up

to the cell temperature value. This is due to a better proton

conductivity of the catalyst layer. Mass-transport limita-

tions were observed in the gas phase when the hydrogen

content in the gas mixture was decreased. It is shown that

the use of such electrochemical pumps is limited to the

treatment of gas mixtures in which the hydrogen content is

sufficiently high ([50%).
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